Multiscale modeling of self-assembled monolayers of thiophenes on electronic material surfaces.
Computer simulation programs, spanning different time and length scales, are used to describe the fundamentals of thin film growth morphology in organic self-assembled monolayers using thiophenes on gold as representative systems. Ab initio calculations created a catalog of the energetics between two N-[4-(thien-2ylethynyl)phenyl] hydroxyl ("1P" molecules) in vacuum and interactions in three orthogonal orientations (parallel, perpendicular, and gamma-phase) to a Au (111) surface. This energetic dataset was supplied as the input for kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of dimer and trimer representations of small organic molecules to describe both sub-monolayer and multilayer growth on a series of hypothetical model substrates. On strongly binding metallic-like substrates, sub-monolayers of the model organic molecules formed ordered phases in the x and y directions at high temperatures and a disordered polycrystalline structure at low temperatures with the molecules lying down. Only at high temperatures was a "phase inversion" observed from a completely flat to an upright structure, suggesting the upright phase to be kinetically limited. Results for multilayer deposition of 1P molecules on three substrates which differ in their binding energy to the molecule (from non-interacting to strongly binding substrates) provided a rich view of the polymorphism that can result from differing choices of temperature and flux conditions. Irrespective of the binding energy of the molecule to the substrate, on highly corrugated surfaces we always observed 3D-island growth of multiple layers of the thiophenes, in contrast to Stranski-Krastanov or Frank-van der Merwe growth on more uniform substrates. The qualitative picture we obtained agrees with the growth habits of other small organic molecule systems like the acene series. Finally, molecular dynamics studies were used to understand the packing structures of stable polymorphs of thiophene SAMs. Different deposition conditions and substrate-molecule binding captured different regimes of growth morphology, some of which have already been observed experimentally.